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Department of Agriculture to obtain resources 
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the recent addition to and renovation of the 
College's primary athletic facility. The College 
is posting the following notice as required by 
federal law by organizations which benefit from 
the USDA's funding program: 
NOTICE: 
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crimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination 
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Office of Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax (202) 690-7442 or 
email at program.intake@usda.gov. 
Connectwith Bridgewater through: 
To update mailing address, call 540-828-5448 or 
email addresschanges@bridgewater.edu. 
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Message from the President Having spent much of my life deeply invested in the sciences as a teacher and researcher, one might assume that I 'm purely analytical, focused on facts and numbers and absolutes. In reality, that description is a stereotype, and one that is often applied to scientists. W ithout a doubt, analysis, quantitative reasoning and empirical judgments are key aspects of the sciences, but successful scientists also demonstrate great creativity and passion-traits often associated with the fine and performing arts. Although I am a scientist, I am, fundamentally, the product of a liberal arts education in which my "science" skills of analysis and empirical thought are integrated with the passion and beauty of the arts. I believe fully in an education that encompasses all types of learning and all parts of the human experience. Each discipline has a unique voice and value. The creation of an educated citizenry depends upon passion and expertise in a wide range of areas. The challenges we face today demand a dialogue between disciplines and the integration of knowledge that is the hallmark of a liberal arts education like that at BC. The arts and humanities are no less significant than the sciences in the pursuit of a better life and a better world around us. This is very much our belief at Bridgewater College. We seek to educate the whole person and to graduate students who will hold their own in a research lab, as well as at a gallery opening or symphony. We know that both the scientist and the musician will be better in their fields and more accomplished in their lives as a consequence of experiencing the unique perspectives of disciplines outside their own. We endeavor to send into society alumni who will bestow upon their communities the goodness, truth, beauty and harmony inherent in our founding principles and exhibited daily on campus. And so, this issue of Bridgewater is dedicated to the arts and to those in the Bridgewater family-artists and scientists and entrepreneurs-who make the world more beautiful, more peaceful and more interesting through their talents and their works. You'll get to know students and alumni who are impacting the arts locally, regionally and nationally. W hether in the visual arts, music, theater or myriad other ways, members of the Bridgewater family are daily making the world a more beautiful, harmonious, livable place, and I hope you will join us in celebrating their accomplishments and in supporting future generations of BC students in the arts. W ith best regards, David W Bushman, Ph.D. President 
across the mall 
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE CAMPUS NEWS 
Walsh is New 
Board Chair 
James H. Walsh ofRichmond, Va,, has 
been elected Chair of the College's 
board of trustees, replacing outgoing 
Chair Nathan H. Miller, of Bridgewater, 
whose term concluded with the 2015 
annual meeting on Nov, 6 ,  
"Jim Walsh brings a unique and diverse 
set of skills to the chairmanship of the 
board and to Bridgewater College," 
said President David W. Bushman, 
"The judgment and acumen that have 
been hallmarks of his legal career will 
be invaluable in helping us strengthen 
Bridgewater's position as a leading 
institution of higher learning:' 
Walsh, a 1968 graduate of Bridgewater 
College, has served on the board of 
trustees since 1991, He is a partner in 
the law firm of McGuireWoods LLP, and 
he is the former chairman of the firm's 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation Depart­
ment 
He is married to Janice Ausherman 
Walsh, also a member of t he class of 
1968, 
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE CELEBRATES DR. MARTIN 
LUTHER KING JR. DAY 
Plummeting temperatures 
failed to deter Bridgewater 
College and the surrounding 
community from honoring 
Dr, Martin Luther King Jr, 
on Jan, 18, As part of the 
celebration, a candlelight 
walk on the campus mall 
commemorated the march 
from Selma to Montgomery, 
Ala,, 51 years ago, 
Following the walk, Har­
risonburg Mayor Christo­
pher Jones spoke in Cole 
Harrisonburg Mayor Christopher Jones 
Hall about the concept of giving, of being selfiess and always of service to others, He 
also discussed the inspirational force behind King's service to humanity, "It wasn't so 
much philosophy," he said, "as it was focus, And being focused on the teachings of 
Jesus, he knew and understood that there is no greater gift than to lay down his life 
for a friend-to give complete sacrifice," 
At the conclusion of Jones' address, representatives of the Bridgewater College 
Student Government Association and Black Student Association declared that their 
organizations would strive to represent and protect diversity at Bridgewater, The ob­
servance concluded with the screening of the movie Selma, a 2014 historical drama 
about King and the march from Selma to Montgomery, - Michaela Bragg '17 
RENOVATIONS TO RESIDENCE HALLS 
Daleville, Dillon and Heritage halls are setto receive $10 million in renova­
tions that will include air conditioning and general systems upgrades, In 
addition, Heritage Hall will gain new study rooms, renovated bathrooms 
and interior design upgrades, 
Funding for the project is made possible by a low-interest loan through 
the USDA Rural Development's Community Facilities Direct Loan and Grant 
Program, 
Construction began on a limited basis in January and will move into its full 
phase in May, Completion is planned for August 2016 for Daleville and Dillon 
halls, while Heritage Hall renovations will be completed in summer 2017, 
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BRIDGEWATER EARNS 
RANKING IN 50 GREAT 
SMALL COLLEGES FOR 
PSYCHOLOGY DEGREE 
Bridgewater College has been ranked 
one of the 50 Great Small Colleges for 
a bachelor's degree in Psychology 2015 
by Online Psychology Degree Guide, 
The guide, which can be found at 
on I inepsychologydeg ree.org, provides 
prospective psychology students with 
resources they need to make good 
decisions about education and career 
choices. 
Bridgewater was selected based on 
criteria that included research and 
study abroad opportunities, internship 
and scholarship opportunities, affili­
ated centers and institutes and student 
organizations and societies. 
The editors of Online Psychology 
Degree Guide noted the strong com-
m unity ties at Bridgewater College and 
that it offers students the"one-on-one 
attention they can only find in a close­
knit community while simultaneously 
affording them the high-tech resources 
and undergraduate research opportuni­
ties typically found in larger university 
settings:' 
4 WINTER 2016 
LEFT TO RIGHT: President David W Bushman, Def.R. Steven Landes, Head Coach Curt Kendall 
and Tyler Hoffman '14, who had the winning double in the ODAC championship game Aprl 27, 
2014. (Photo by Tommy Thompson) 
On Oct 14, a Virginia House ofDelegates resolution honoring the 2014 
Bridgewater College men's baseball team was presented to the College by the 
resolution's patron, Del. R. Steven Landes (R-25th), 
House Joint Resolution 5104 com mended the team for its stellar season and 
for winning the Old Dominion Athletic Conference title on April 27, 2014, at 
City Stadium in Lynchburg, Va, The resolution noted that the win propelled 
the Eagles to the NCAA Division Ill tournament for t he second consecutive 
year, finishing with an impressive 36-14 record. 
It also gave nods to player Corey Armentrout, who was named Most 
Outstanding Player of the tournament, and to Head Coach Curt Kendall '81, 
who has led the Eagles to the ODAC tournament the past three seasons and 
helped them earn 12 conference tournament titles. 
Galloway Wins Emyl Jenkins Award 
Stanley A. Galloway, a Professor of English at Bridgewater College, has won the 
2015 Emyl Jenkins Award from the James River Writers. The annual award is given to 
a person in Virginia who exhibits "enthusiasm and ca re for all 
writers and readers," 
Galloway's work on the Bridgewater I nternationa I Poetry 
Festival was cited as the primary determinant of the 
award, The poetry festival, which was held in January 
2015, drew poets and publishers from around the world 
to celebrate poetry, creativity and the global exchange of 
ideas. 
The James River Writers noted that the event 
provided a rich literary community with valuable 
networking opportunities and allowed contem­
porary poetry to come a live for students and area 
residents. 
College Hosts 
Share Fair Nation 
On Oct 10, 2015, Bridgewater College 
hosted for the second consecutive year 
Share Fair Nation, a two-part event that 
includes classroom intensives for pre­
K-12 teachers focused on emergent, 
innovating teaching strategies and a 
free expo featuring hundreds of interac­
tive educational activities for students, 
families and the community, As many 
as 300 teachers and an estimated 1,500 
students and their families partici­
pated in the fun and highly interactive 
activities that were designed to help 
the community explore, invent and 
experiment 
Share Fair Nation is focused on STEAM 
(science, technology, engineering, arts 
and mathematics) activities, Among the 
more than 35 STEAM-inspired activities 
on tap were a lifelike fiight simulator, 
the construction of a catapult, building 
and programing robots from Legos, and 
creating towers, buildings, bridges and 
other structures with KEVA planks, 
Share Fair began in Denver, Colo., in 
2009, and was created by John and Car­
rie Morgridge, philanthropists leading 
the Morgridge Family Foundation. 
Against the backdrop of the official 
opening of its Center for Engaged 
Learning on Oct 14, 2015, Bridge­
water College announced that the 
Center's new Institute for Teaching 
and Learning would bear the name 
of its benefactors, Ben F. and Janice 
W. Wade, in recognition of their
support and their service to higher
education,
The Wade Institute for Teaching 
and Learning, under the direction of 
Associate Professor of Political Sci­
ence and History James Josefson, 
will develop and implement ongoing 
opportunities for both students and 
faculty to achieve excellence in the 
classroom, With a particular focus 
on experiential learning, the Wade 
Institute will enable students and 
faculty to integrate curricular and co­
curricular experiences and engage 
with the broader local community 
as well. The Ben and Janice Wade 
Outstanding Teaching Award, es­
tablished by the Wades in 1998, will 
now be administered by the Institute, 
The award is given annually to a 
Bridgewater College faculty member 
who has demonstrated outstanding 
across the mall 
teaching in the classroom during the 
academic year. 
"The Institute is a sign and signal 
of our commitment to the continued 
development of an excel lent teach­
ing faculty and-through the efforts 
of that faculty-the achievement of 
exceptional learning outcomes for 
all of our students," said President 
David W. Bushman. 
"The Institute will ensure that 
Bridgewater College remains on the 
forefront of innovative education, the 
mentoring of faculty by their peers 
and the use of assessment practices 
to strengthen teaching and learning 
across all disciplines," noted Josefson. 
He said initiatives such as the Ben 
and Janice Wade Outstanding Teach­
ing Award, Annual Pedagogy Project, 
the Teaching Resource Group and 
the Big Question provide examples 
of the kinds of activities the Wade 
Institute will support to nurture the 
development of excellent teachers 
and to achieve the student learning 
outcomes that are central to Bridge­
water's liberal arts mission. 
The Wades are graduates of 
Bridgewater College's class of 1957, 
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Bridge water College has been home and alma mater
to m ultiple generations of many families. Parents, 
children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren-there's 
something special about Bridgewater's commitment to 
liberal learning and close-knit community that resonates 
across the generations. In this issue we feature the Flora 
family. Pictured here at the biannual Flora family reunion, 
held July 31-Aug. 2, 2015, at Buck Hill Camp in Mt. Solon, 
Va., are: 
Front row: Jane Zigler Fulk'69 (holding photo of the late 
Jacob S. Zigler and Leah Flora Zigler, both class of 1939), 
Dr. Samuel Henry Flora Jr.'44, David Eller Flora Sr.'48 
(holding photo of the late Mabel Driver Flora '48), Dawn 
Faircloth Flora '82 and Mandi Fulk Glendye '99. Second
row: Lauren Flora ' 18 and Krista Carter Kist '97. Back row:
Misti Fulk Wheelbarger '96, David Eller Flora Jr. '74, Ken 
Flora '74, Virginia "Ginger" McKinney Flora '77 and Steve 
Flora '85. (Family members who were not able to attend 
the reunion were the Rev. Jeffrey W Carter '92, who is 
president of Bethany Theological Seminary, Kim Flora 
Carter '94 and Dr.J Samuel Zigler Jr.'68 ) 
Other interesting mformatJOn about the family: 
• David Newton Eller, class of 1887 , was the grandfa-
ther of Leah Flora Zigler, David Eller Flora and Samuel 
Henry Flora Jr. He was a Professor and President of 
Daleville College from 1893-1896 and from 1902-
1911. 
On March 12, 2003, a Bridgewater College scholarship 
fund was established honoring David Newton Eller 
and Lydia Alice Graybill Eller. The initial contribution 
for the scholarship was given by Lillie Ann Baldwin 
Flora as a birthday/Christmas gift to Sam Flora in 
tribute to Sam's grandparents for their dedication to 
Daleville College. Their service was a major contribu­
tion to higher education in the Church of the Breth­
ren and in Virginia and eventually a strengthening 
infiuence for Bridgewater College. 
Lauren Flora '18 (pictured in second row) grew up 
"tailgating" at football games with her parents and 
other BC graduates and their families. She continues 
to tailgate with her mom (Dawn Faircloth Flora '82, 
pictured front row) and many of that same group 
today in a spot next to the Alexander Mack Memorial 
Library-except that now Lauren is bringing many 
of her Bridgewater classmates with her to this long 
tradition of"tailgating"I 
Want to be considered as a Legacy Family for this space in the magazine? It's easy. Gather the Bridgewater College graduates in your family, take 
a high resolution (1 MB or larger) photo and email it to us with a description of who's in the picture. You can submit Legacy Family photos to 
cculbert@bridgewater.edu. 
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If what Pablo Picasso said is true-that "the purpose of art is washing the dust of daily life off our souls" -then there may be no more spiritually spotless place than Bridgewater College, where a strong and vibrant arts community thrives. Whether it's a father and son team working in heavy metals, students cre­ating special places of beauty or alumni who have gone on to excel in various creative venues, Bridgewater has given them all inspiration and sustenance. In this issue of Bridgewater, we take a look at some of the ways in which students, faculty and alumni have expressed themselves in music, photography, landscaping, painting, acting and even collecting and have broadened the College's footprint in the most imaginative and expressive of ways. It is, of course, only a representation, for Bridgewater's long, illustrious road has produced countless artistic travelers and will continue to do so for as long as society values the four pillars from which the College receives its inspiration-goodness, truth, beauty and harmony. 
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THE 
AR,TS atBC 
The Language of Paint 
Tracy Keeler Budd '80, artist 
by Karen Doss Bowman '91 J\ s an art student at Bridgewater College, Tracy Kee­filer Budd '80 never aspired to teach, concentrating instead on studio art. Over the past two decades, how­ever, Budd has emerged as one of the Roanoke Valley's top artists and art educators. "I could never have anticipated when I was a student at Bridgewater how much I would love to teach;' said Budd. "Teaching really gets me excited about my own work, and having to explain art techniques to others makes me think a little more dearly about what I'm do­ing in my own creative jo umeY:' Budd's teaching career grew out of her dissatisfaction with art education in the public schools as she raised her three children. Wanting her children to learn basic art techniques and to develop an appreciation for art, Budd established For Art's Sake children's art camps. The ven­ture was successful, and parents began asking her to teach them, as well. Budd stopped running the camps when her children outgrew them, but she has been a faculty member for 15 years at The Studio School-a non-profit art school in Roanoke, Va. Her course, "Painting Basics and Beyond;' is designed for beginning to intermediate painters and covers all the elements of painting, from the basics of color and composition to value and texture. A firm believer that students learn best from watching professional artists in action, Budd does weekly painting demonstrations to pass on tips and techniques. "What I love about teaching is the people I get to meet;' said Budd, whose students range in age from the teens to 92. "The nature of art is that it's a very personal thing. The people in my <lasses may not have anything in common except the art, but everyone gets dose to each other because they just share so much:' A painter since she was 10 years old, Budd grew up on a farm in Rockingham County, Va., and is the daughter of Bridgewater College life trustee James Keeler '57 (former Chair of the Board), and Sandra Barnhart Keeler '70, a former voice teacher at the College. After graduating from Bridgewater, Budd and her husband 
8 WINTER 2016 
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T�T�tlL, ARTSatBC Patrick Budd '79, moved to Roanoke, where she worked as a graphic designer and painted portraits on commission. But Budd began struggling with motivation to complete the portrait projects. "It got to the point where every commis, sion looked alike because people wanted a certain look they'd seen in other paintings:' Budd said. "It didn't fed creative to me, and it didn't fed like art. I wanted to develop my style and to paint from my heart:' After finishing the portraits to which she had committed, Budd decided to start paint­ing for herself, and "it opened up a complete world for me;' she said. "When you paint for yourself, you just discover who you are as an "Retired#/," acryfic/watermedia artist and what your language is in paint:' Budd works in acrylics, starting out with a transparent and watery texture, which she layers and builds to a con­sistency that is similar to oil paint. She's very focused on creating depth in the surfaces of her paintings with a rich mixture of layers and textures. "A few years ago, I realized that what I was after in my work wasn't really about what I was painting but how I was painting it;' explained Budd, noting that she is focused on everyday subjects, such as the way a shadow hits a person's face. "Paint really is a language, and it's a creative way that I give something of myself and express something that's important to me. It doesn't matter so much what the subject is. What matters to me is the surface of the paint-how the layers go on, the textures that you see through layers and the colors that form. It becomes a very sophisticated surface. That's what keeps me painting:' 
10 WINTER 2016 
A founding member of the Signature 9 Gallery in downtown Roanoke, which dosed in April after 12 years, Budd shows her work at local, regional and national shows. Her pieces are displayed at The Market Gallery in Roanoke, Lindor Arts in Roanoke and Hot Springs Gallery in Hot Springs, Va. Budd has fond memories of her art courses at Bridgewa­ter, and especially of the late Professor Paul Kline. "I loved how small the school was and how the art stu­dents were really dose to each other;' said Budd. "I felt like I got really good hands-on, basic instruction at Bridgewa­ter. The instructors had a lot of time to give me. That was important because art is a very personal journey, and it o-ets richer as you get older. You learn techniques in school, b 
, but when you get out of school, you learn what you re trying to say as an artist. Art isn't copying a photograph. It's putting paint down in a way that makes someone fed something:',_ 
An Infusion ofDisciplines 
Ashley Coates 'J 6, environmental scientist and 
landscape artist 
by Mary Kay Heatwole 
At first glance, it would appear that environmental sci­ence and art have little in common. If you ask Ashley a $750 grant from Keep Virginia Beautiful's "30 Grants in 30 Days" under the Community Beautification category. In addition, she set up a GoFundMe page to help raise money for compost and plants. become a landscape architect. Coates, she will cell you the two go hand-in-hand. When she was a child working in the family garden in Falls Church, Va., Coates developed a love for grow­ing things-so much so chat, today, one of her goals is to become self-sufficient by growing her own food, harvesting the produce and canning it for the winter. Coates' ocher goal is to Carefully selecting native perennials chat will return every year, Ashley filled the garden with black-eyed Susan, coneflowers, asters, bleeding hearts and columbine. She also incorporated tall grasses and cacti that are naturalized along the East Coast. "One reason I chose native plants over non-native ones is that native plants, once they are established, tend to need less care and water compared to non-natives;' she said. Coates anticipates chat the garden will be used to pro­vide educational opportunities on how to manage Virginia native plants, as well as to beautify and green the area. Additionally, as a way to gain practical experience in At Bridgewater, this environmental science major and art minor has developed her own program of study, in which she combines the technical aspects of soils and chemicals with the creative side of art and design. the landscaping field, Coates spent the past two summers getting her hands d irty as a paid horticulture intern at the Washington National Cathedral in the nation's capital. Here she learned the basics-watering , weeding , mulching and picking up crash. However, she was always alert for tips and tricks from her supervisors chat would aid in her future career. "By using design elements and my love of plants, I am in­fusing these two;' said Coates, who did just chat in a project for her senior art thesis. Selecting a space at the rear entrance of the McKin- Coates' art professors have taught her to think creatively, which she fully embraces by combining her two passions of art and environmental science to create a unique senior art thesis. -ney Center for Science and Mathematics, Coates designed a flower garden. Her plan was accepted by her advisers in both departments and the College's vice president for finance. To fund the ambitious project, Ashley was awarded FUNDING THE ARTS AT BRIDGEWAT ER 
Bridgewater College not only supports 
the arts acade mically, it provides 
sustenanc e in the form of scholarships, 
as well, Below is a list of scholarships 
that are available for students who are 
pursuing arts degrees and pro1ects. For 
detailed information on the scholar­
ships, and how to apply, please contact 
the Office oflnst1tutiona/Advancement 
at 800-476-4289 ext 5448, or 540-828-
5448. 
RUTH B. BOWMAN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
MARGIE ANN CONNER SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
WHARRY AND ANNA T EDMONSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
JESSIE MAE CONNER ELLER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
NOLEN-HENNEBERGER ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP 
HELEN EARLY RUBY ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
ALBERT L. AND LORETTA S. SAULS SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
PAUL W SHIFLET ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
MARGIE JOHN GARST MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP SHULL -HUFFMAN MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
NELSON T HUFFMAN BRIDGEWATER ROTARY ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND LOREN S. AND MIRIAM BLOUGH SIMPSON ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
JOHN M. KLINE JR, FAMILY MEMORIAL MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND HAROLD D AND MIRIAM R SMITH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
PAUL M. AND BETTY H. KLINE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND RUTH WEYBRIGHT STAUFFER ORGAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
HERMAN B, AND FRANCES M, MILLER ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND STEPHEN TAY MAN MEMORIAL MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND (ENDOWED) 
RUSSELL AND CLEO DRIVER Ml LLER ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND THOMAS R, THORNLEY MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
MILLER-MICHAEL MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP HAROLD R AND MARY H. WEYBRIGHT SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
REV. WILFRED E AND DR. JOYCE A. NOLEN FUND FOR MUSIC ENDOWMENT EMILY MILLER WISE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
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Whether i r's appearing in films such as Lincoln ( 2012)and The New World (2005) or his 36 years with the Virginia Repertory Company, Ford Flannagan '79 has enjoyed a successful career in cheater and film. A Hopewell, Va., native, Flannagan came to Bridgewater College as an aspiring baseball player who wanted to attend a small college. After he was cut from the baseball team in the spring of his freshman year, he decided to focus his ener­gy on cheater. He had taken a drama class during his senior year of high school, and during Interterm of his freshman year he took his first cheater class at Bridgewater, putting on a children's play on campus and in local elementary schools. Soon he was active in Pinion Players, the College's cheater organization, and caking roles large and small in one or two shows each year, including Our Town, The Pirates of Penzance, Don't Drink the l¥titer and The Miser. He reminisced about Prof. Ralph MacPhail, who directed the theater program at the time, "He was a great guy. We butted heads sometimes, but he was always right. I was just stubborn!" He described MacPhail as a knowledgeable and encouraging professor, who sought to bring out the creativ­ity in his students as well. In addition to the main perfor­mances, Flannagan also delighted in performing in the traditional madrigal dinners held each year. 
12 WINTER 2016 
Flannagan graduated from Bridgewater with a B.S. in elementary education in 1979. He fondly remembers Dr. Jim Kirkwood and Dr. Gary Tyeryar, both professors of English who gave him guidance and were supportive when he needed it. He commented on the support for cheater across campus as well. "Most professors came to see the shows. They would stop you if they saw you on campus and compliment you;' he recalled. Returning home to the Richmond area in the summer following his graduation, he took an acting class at Theatre IV (now Virginia Repertory Company), which had been founded only four years earlier. That fall he was hired by Theatre IV to be one of their touring actors. He toured for three years and has been on staff with the company ever since. Throughout the years he continued to act and even wrote and directed plays with Theatre IV. Regarding his act­ing career, he commented, "I love being onsrage. Acting is great; it's wonderful to be someone else:' At Theatre IV, he played the lead in Peter Pan three times, in 1996, 2001 and 2007, and cherished the opportunity to be in productions such as Four Part Harmony (1991), which afforded him the chance to meet former Vietnam prisoner of war Paul Galanti. Flannagan has directed various children's productions 
on the mainstage over the past 25 years and wrote several shows that the company performs to this day, including The Little Red Hen, The Golden Goose and The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse. In 1980, while just starting out as a touring actor, he wrote his first play, The Little Red Hen. "I wrote it in a stairwell by hand in a notebook, while touring for a different show. I would go there during my breaks to work on it." Beyond his work with Theatre IV, he also established a successful career as a Richmond-based actor who would audition for productions filming in Virginia. From local commercials and made-for-TV movies to prestigious films directed by Steven Spielberg and Terrence Malick, he has been on set with some of Hollywood's most well-known directors and actors. Regarding Spielberg, he commented, "He was impressive. He knew every detail of what was hap­pening. Everyone parted ways for him whenever he would walk through." Flannagan's film and television credits include Assault at West Point, The New World,john Adams, Lincoln, Killing Lincoln and Killing Kennedy. One standout moment for him was his first day on set at The New World. "My head was spinning from all the directions he'd (director Terrence Malick) called during the scene. When it was over, Colin Farrell approached me and said, 'Don't worry, mate, he does that to everyone."' Today Flannagan is the Com­pany Manager and Tour Audition Coordinator for the Virginia Repertory Company, a position he has held since 1993. He hires and manages all of the company's tour­ing actors, who travel across the country performing educational theater programs from September through May. The primary audi­ence for the tour is children in grades K-6, though the company also does middle school and high school productions. When asked about having spent his entire 36-year career at the same theater company, he said, "It's a great home. I get to do what I love and be on stage." He believes it allowed him to become a teacher for young actors, some of whom have been inspired to go into theater by seeing the com­pany's shows in years past. As a mentor for actors, he com­mented that sometimes the best thing he can do for some­one is to tell them not to move to New York City or pursue a career in Broadway or Hollywood. "IfI can convince someone who isn't cut out for it or isn't going to be a star to decide not to go, I've done a good job." He added that it can also be rewarding to point someone who has what it takes in the right direction. Above all, he loves seeing the actors he has known succeed in whatever line of work they choose, whether it's theater or something completely different. Flannagan still wonders ifhe should have made the choice to pursue acting on a larger stage for himsel£ though. He said, ''I've had a decent career in Richmond and don't have any real regrets, just questions. I'll always wonder." ,,..._ 
OPPOSITE PAGE: Flannagan as Cat in the 
Hat, Seussical (2012) ABOVE LEFT: As Wally 
Smith in The Fabulous Lipitones (2015) 
ABOVE RIGHT: As Peter Pan (2001) 
FAR LEFT: Flannagan as Master Jacques in 
The Miser (on right) LEFT: Flannagan in the 
Eagle's Nest (on right). Ripples, 7977 
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Holly Donahue Veenis '14, photographer 
by Charles Culbertson 
The road that takes one from being an amateur to a professional is often as long,twisting and arduous as a mountain overpass. Holly Donahue Veenis's road, however, was more like a wide-open freeway. Even before this Manassas, Va., native and 2014 graduate was halfway through her four years at Bridgewater College, her skill with a camera had made her one of the College's most relied-upon freelancers, photographing people and events for uses that included the website, marketing pieces and Bridgewater magazine. Now employed as a photographer for James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Va., Veenis began her career with a photography class in her junior year of high school It was there, working with traditional film, that she learned darkroom techniques and the various "I like to experiment, and digital photogra­phy makes it easy to try something and-if it doesn't give you what you want-to just 
delete it and try again." 
·HOLLYDONAHUE VEENIS'14
outcomes that were possible with cameras. Her mother owned a single-lens reflex (SLR), so Veenis experimented with it, carefully matching up camera settings with results until she learned what would and wouldn't work. "But I really like digital photography, because it's so instant:' she said. "I like to experiment, and digital photography makes it easy to try something and-if it doesn't give you what you want-to just delete it and try again:' It was this love of trial and error, plus an unerring eye for composition, that quickly brought Veenis from amateur to pro­fessional status. In 2012, during Veenis's junior year as an art major, Bridgewater's Office of Marketing and Communications issued an invitation for students who were interested in photography to submit samples of their work with a view toward helping cover some of the College's events. Veenis applied and, based upon the quality of her work, was hired. Over the next two years, Veenis provided publication-quality photographs of convocations, Family Weekends, commence-
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Veeniss iPhone photos 
are composite images. 
FAR LE FT: Leaf Fence, 
Swish, Post, Bokeh, 
Heater and Moss. 
LEFT: BarnDoors,Rose 
Petal, Baby's Breath, Ring 
and Beading. 
ments, Founder's Days, concerts, plays, the inau­guration of President David W. Bushman, miscel­laneous special events and general campus scenes. J usr before graduating in 2014, she was hired by JMU as a general-assignment photographer, bur still freelances from rime to rime for Bridgewater. Veenis, however, is as much an artist as she is a technician. Her love of experimentation can best be seen in an ongoing photography project she calls "Cake." 'Td been working at JMU for about a year and hadn't picked up my camera for personal use;' she said. "I wanted to do something, bur I was so tired at the end of rhe day carrying that SLR around my neck that I just didn't have the rime or willpower to do it. I had just gotten an iPhone, saw how well it works, and so began the 'Cake' projecr:' Cake-the edible dessert-is, of course, gener­ally composed of layers, and so are Veenis's iPhone photos. Every day she rakes one photo with the iPhone, layering one on top of the other. Ar the end of the week, she has a composite image that is striking in its distinctness and artistry. "Sometimes I don't like the photo that I have taken for a particular day, so -and this is why I like digital photography-I just delete it and rry again;' said Veenis. "The final project has seven layers. Ir's a fun and convenient way for me to experiment and play wirh photography without having to deal with the stress of using a digital SLR:' For up-and-coming photographers, Veenis's advice is to nor rely only on what is taught in the classroom. "Ger an internship, or just go our and do ir;' she said. "You can learn so much more by doing than you can simply by sitting and learning in a classroom. The basics are good, bur going our and doing it-nothing can bear that." In addition to working as a photographer, Veenis has taught photography as an adjunct at JMU. Recen dy married to Andrew Veenis '14, she is also applying to graduate schools. In the future, one ofVeenis's goals is to have her own business while, at rhe same rime, staying true to her artistry and her love of experimentation. - The House of Art Karen and Melvin Lee '70, aficionados by Charles Culbertson The spirit of the arts at Bridgewater College is perhaps nobetter demonstrated than at the Bridgewater residence of alumni Melvin and Karen Lee, who have translated their passion for rhe arts into a uniquely aesthetic living space. Here, within rhe walls of their home, are represented paintings in diverse media, pottery, glass, photography, sculpture, metalwork and music. Lest one imagines that the Lees have simply deco­rated their house with interesting pieces, consider what they call the "arts annex" -an addition to their home that serves as showcase, studio, work space and performance area. For rhe Lees, art in its many forms is a way oflife. Neither of these 1970 graduates majored in art while at Bridgewater. Karen's major was mathematics, while Mel earned his bachelor's degree in history and political science. Neither of their career paths were in the arts. After serving two years together in rhe Peace Corps, Karen worked for Innovative Man­agement Systems for nine years and as a systems analyst at J�mesMadison University for more than 30 years. Mel was a dulcimer builder, historical interpreter for the National Park Service and a counselor with the Community Services Board. He also hosted local public radio programs for more than 20 years. Bur a love for arr runs like a powerful undercurrent through their lives. On their honeymoon in 1969, the couple began gathering rhe pieces rhar spoke to them and that would form rhe crux of their extensive collection. "We bought some metal sculpture and a ceramic, hand­thrown reapor;' said Karen. "Ir grew from there." Grow it did. Drawn toward the works oflocal artists, the Lees acquired rhe pottery of Rudy Tucker and Jim Hanger; the paintings of Marsha Heatwole, Steve Fisch�r and Elaine �urs�;a mirror by George Lorr and goblets by Phil James. Reposmg m a corner of rhe Lees' home are handcrafted canes. In Luray, Va., they picked up a set of whimsical giraffes, carved from bone. 
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And sprinkled throughout are the paintings of Karen Lee herself, done in watercolors, oils, pastels and acrylics. "My interest in pain ting began in 1988;' she said. "After my mother died, my father re-married, and his second wife, Ann Markowitz, was an artist and a teacher of watercolor, so I took classes from her, I studied and painted for about 10 years, then exhibited for 15 years at OASIS Fine Art and Craft in Harrisonburg, Va., and four or five other galleries:' Not content to just produce paintings in every medium imaginable, Karen has also worked in textiles and fused glass. She is currently mastering the art of silversmithing un­der the tutelage of Ron Wyancko, who taught silversmith­ing at JMU for many years. The results of her work can be found among the many examples of artwork in their home. "Karen is a producer, I'm a consumer;' said Mel, laugh­ingly understating his own involvement in the arts. Over the years his interest in traditional music resulted in performing solo, with Karen and with several bands. He also produced and hosted a folk music radio program on local stations WEMC and WMRA and continues to teach occasional traditional music classes through JMU's Lifelong Leaming Institute. "W hile I was working on the Blue Ridge Parkway, I was 
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also doing some solo work as a ballad singer;' said Mel. "At one festival there was an old-time band that asked me to come over and play guitar with them. They liked me and kept me, and drafted Karen, as well. We played with Jim and Phyllis Gaskins for 20 years:' Mel said that perhaps the high point of their musical careers came at the Ulster American Folk Park in Ireland where the band performed for a crowd of 1,000 people, "Three notes into our first tune they were all stomping and clapping;' he said. " It was amazing:' "And a little scary;' added Karen, who plays the mandolin. The couple's travels are never simply sojourns. They are also expeditions for rooting out art that they like. Their collection includes a handmade African-style banjo, pottery plates from Trinidad, California and Italy, art photographs taken by Mel in Yorkshire and Cumbria, England, and decorative masks from Spain, Italy and Mexico. You can also find in their home African drums, American Indian flutes and medieval woodwinds. Yes, it is impossible to fit all that art into a single modest dwelling in Bridgewater, Va.­and produce it, as well-so the Lees built an addition onto their home that serves as a work space, gallery and performance area. In addition to housing Karen's silversmithing station andMefs extensive collection of CDs­"We don't have children, we have CDs;' he said-the specially lighted annex can be quickly adapted into a stage upon which the Lees host monthly " house concerts:' featuring local musi­cians playing folk music for up to 40 invited guests. "We never thought of dedi­cating our house to the arts, per se:' said Karen. "We just collected what we liked to have around us:' Uniquely, the Lees actually use most of the items they have collected. Rarely, they said, do they acquire something that has a purely decorative function. The plates and the mugs and the canes and the goblets-it's all used by these Bridgewater graduates, demonstrating the perfect marriage of beauty and functionality in a house that, intentionally or not, is dedicated to the arts.,_ 
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An Evolving Talent Beverly Perdue '68, artist 
by Martha Bell Graham 
Health, physical education and art have more in com­mon than one might think. Just ask Beverly Perdue, a 1968 Bridgewater graduate and renowned watercolor artist. 
As a child growing up in Salisbury, Md., she describes herself as a" 12-year-old who was in love with horses:' a fondness that spurred her to draw. But it was a talent that would lie dormant for many years. "When Perdue enrolled at Bridgewater College, she chose to major in health and physical education. "I was lucky. I knew what I wanted to do:' Although she was always drawn to art, it was several dee-
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tive courses in sculpture, which she took under Pro£ Paul Kline, that first piqued an adult interest in art. He was, she said, "one of my favorite faculty members:'Perdue graduated from Bridgewater with a degree in health and physical educa­tion, intending to teach. Her bent toward art, though, was smoldering. "I taught middle school and I knew that I didn't want to just teach basketball, so I created my own curriculum;' she said. "My approach was a little different:' While teaching at Albemarle County's JackJouett Middle School, she introduced modern dance-an artistic approach to a subject not generally classified an art. "I managed to get leotards and tights for all the students .... ! took the girl who wasn't going to be a basketball player and got her to find her own athletic ability through creative dance:' she said. Perdue also drew on her experience as a former high school thespian, helping her students choreograph and create. dance pro­grams. She introduced theatrical lighting­a concept that would tum up in her second career. For Perdue, the merger of athletics with her unrealized art was a natural fit. The girls loved it. The teacher loved it. When her youngest daughter was one, Perdue took an art <lass at the University of Virginia, choosing a medium-watercolor-widely thought to be the most difficult for a painter. "It was something I did for myself;' she said. That first course fueled a newfound desire to paint. In the meantime, though, Perdue had three children to rear. Two of them, Taryn Nida Lloyd and Travis Nida, would later graduate from Bridgewater in 1995 and 2002, respec­tively. It was a trip to Nags Head, N.C., and the opportunity to sit under the tutelage of watercolor artist Ralph Smith that turned the former physical education teacher into a devoted artist. "He was the great influence in my work-my art father:' she said. Gradually, with the kind of push a coach might give, her background in athletics nudged her to sell and compete in 
"Lunch Break" watercolor art. "When you compete, as in sports, you always want to push yourself:' Her competitive spirit pushed her to enter local, regional and international shows, putting her work up against the best in the world. With exposure, her reputation grew. 1he Artist's Magazine named her a "rising watercolor star:' Perdue's preference is to paint en plein air, a French term meaning "on location:' She has traveled broadly to paint, from exotic beaches to Indian reservations, from Tuscany and Provence to Coastal Maine. Everywhere she goes she carries ever ything she needs to paint. "That's the nice thing. You can travel and paint;' she says. Painting en plein air presents special challenges because the sun is always moving, changing lighting and shadows. Lighting is of special interest to her artist's eye. "I 've painted in the snow, wind, burning sun:' she said. "It teaches you to follow your heart, not your logic. It's the hardest but best way to learn to paint:' Perdue's art is always evolving, as she, the artist, is evolv­ing. "I am constantly wanting to challenge myself Conse­quently, I have many styles and art voices:' Success comes to the artist when she can successfully in­terpret a scene and give it to an observer to do the same. She "Oyster SheJ/s," watercolor describes it this way: "I like to paint what an apple tastes like versus what it looks like:' Perdue is a signature member of multiple highly regard­ed National and International watercolor societies, includ­ing the prestigious American Watercolor Society in New York City, a designation held by only 16 artists in V irginia. Her work is displayed in galleries around the world. One of her favorites is on the Caribbean's Anguilla Island. Although watercolor is her medium of choice, Perdue also paints in acrylics and oils. She accepts commissions, but only to sites she's visited: "I will do that ifl've been to the place:' Perhaps coming full circle, the one-time middle school teacher now teaches art classes for adults, ofi:en in two- and three-day workshops. "I find that in teaching, you learn about yourself,' she said. Painting "forces one to sit down and observe al l the elements:' Perdue paints regularly in her home studio in Midlo­thian, Va., where she lives with her husband, Ed Jennings. A grandmother of six, she enjoys painting as much as ever and doesn't anticipate slmving down. "It's the thing I love to do. I'd rather paint than eat;' she said. "You have to carve out time for yourself. But you can paint forever. It is my bliss:',_ 
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Coming Full Circle 
Lacey Johnson '07, musician by Charles Culbertson 
No one knows better thanLacey Elizabeth Johnson what it's like to come full circle. Johnson, who is an instruc­tor of music at Bridgewater and accompanist, began her journey to the front of the classroom by occupying one of the seats in the classroom, having attended the College from 2003 until her graduation in 2007. A native ofClifi:on Forge, Va., Johnson developed an early interest in music, taking piano lessons from a member of her church. However, by the time she was prepared to go to college, it wasn't music that fueled her primary interest. It was mathematics. And so, she enrolled with a view toward majoring in mathematics and minoring in music. "I was already familiar with Bridgewater, having had several people in my life who attended;' she said. "My soccer and volleyball coach, my physical education teacher, an un­cle-even my kindergarten teacher and her husband-had all gone to Bridgewater, so that's how I became connected with the school:' Although majoring in mathematics, Johnson also im­mersed herself in the music side of her studies. She played the piano in the Jazz Band-which is where she met trumpet player Brett Johnson '06, who would become her husband-and took piano lessons from Dr. Larry Taylor, who had arrived at Bridgewater the same year as Johnson. "I had only been taught by a church musician, who didn't have a strong background in classical piano or music theory, but who was very good at teaching how to play hymns:' said Johnson. "So, I had a lot of issues with my technique; a lot of things needed to be changed. It was through Dr. Taylor that I learned music theor y and piano, and through Dr. Gary Adams that I learned music history. I fell in love with it all and learned so much:' So much that, in her senior year,Johnson decided to make an academic turnaround-relegating mathematics to the minor position and claiming music as her major. A devotee of classical music, with a particular passion 
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for Chopin, Johnson returned to Bridgewater in 2012 as a part-time instructor and accompanist. In 2015 she became a full-time instructor and today teaches music theory. She also teaches two group-piano lessons, one for beginners and one for music majors. The majors learn about scales, chords, harmonization, transposition, open scores and sight read­ing-all the elements that will be helpful for them when they graduate. Johnson also has some 20 individual piano students. If all that isn't enough, she accompanies the Bridgewater Chorale, Concert Choir and student recitals, Recent en­gagements include solo recitals at Asbury United Methodist Church and accompanying for the Augusta County All­County Choir Festival. In addition, Johnson also ser ves as the music director of Bridgewater Presbyterian Church. In January, Johnson performed a duo piano recital with Larry Taylor, in which they played a classical program consisting of Liszt, Schubert, Piazzolla, Ravel and Mozart. "It really doesn't feel all that differ­ent, being back at Bridgewater as an instructor as op­posed to being a student:' Johnson said. "Although I 'm on the other side of the classroom­teaching-I'm also learning at the same time. As an educator you never stop learn­ing, and I find I have to refresh many of the things I learned as a student. "It's coming home, sort of:' she continued. "The stu­dents, my colleagues, everyone really, is so nice, and it's a great place to be and to work:' Johnson said her future includes more solo piano recit­als, although keeping up with two children will most likely determine how frequently that happens. "I love it here at Bridgewater and am having a great time;' she said.,_ 
Technically Speaking 
Randy Fullerton '75, theatrical 
management 
by Karen Doss Bowman '91 
D andy Fullerton discovered his passion for theater dur­�ng his freshman year at Bridgewater College, when he was cast as the Devil in a production of George Bernard Shaw's Don Juan in Hell."The play was directed by a woman, who evidently had been hired as a temporary replacement for Frank Fuller who had recently lefi: Bridgewater;' said Fullerton, a member of Bridgewater's class of 1975. "The play was painfully long, tiring and totally not appropriate for the Cole Hall stage, but what did I know? I was a freshman, and I was bitten by the theater bugl" Though Fullerton majored in math (because Bridgewa­ter did not offer a cheater major), he has enjoyed a distin­guished theatrical career in the 40 years since graduation. He recently lefi: Emory University in Atlanta, where he was hired 32 years ago as a technical director for Theater Emory. His position evolved over the years, and he most recently was an arcs administrator and faculty member in che univer­sity's Department of Theater Studies. Fullerton credits his professional successes co his experi­ences at Bridgewater and che expert mentoring from Profes­sor Ralph MacPhail '65, who arrived on campus during Fullerton's sophomore year. "Little did I realize it the time, but the next chapter­and subsequently many chapters afi:er char-were about to be written and rewritten;' Fullerton said of MacPhail's ar­rival on campus. "I owe so much to Ralph and his wife Alice in terms of giving me my start in the arts." As MacPhail's student assistant, Fullerton quickly be­came involved in all aspects of theater, including che techni­cal side of building props and painting scenery to hanging lights. Fullerton recalls having a serious discussion about his future in che cheater with MacPhail, who encouraged him to develop his organizational and administrative skills. "What I heard-and Ralph would never actually put it this way-was chat I really was not chat good of an accor;' said Fullerton, who earned a master's degree in cheater from the University of Pittsburgh and a master of fine arcs degree in technical, design and production in theater from Yale Drama School. "I was, to say the least, devastated. But that was the best thing chat Ralph could have cold me at char point in my academic career. I began concentrating on the various aspects of cheater-backstage, box office, budgeting, planning, design-and I became increasingly interested in che technical aspects of cheater. I realized chat I actually had a knack for it." MacPhail, who has remained in touch with Fullerton over the years, recalls an enthusiastic student always willing to pitch in. "One of the great things about teaching at Bridgewater is the relationships you form with students, and sometimes you know who chey are and what they're capable of doing better than they do;• said MacPhail, who retired in 2005. "Randy was a math major, and I soon realized chat he paid attention to detail and organization. Artistic people are not always che most organized people, even though they may be brilliant in terms of creativity. But equally important are the people who have to pay the bills, get the programs printed on time, make sure chat the schedule is followed and keep che right supplies on hand. They gee che job done, and I felt chat's where Randy was really gifi:ed:' At Emory, Fullerton applied his technical, administra­tive and organizational skills-and newly developed fund­raising skills-to serve as che "Users Rep" for che design, construction and completion of che $36 million Donna & Marvin Schwarcz Center for Performing, which opened in 2003. He also has advised Emory students throughout his career and always tried to provide chat positive mentoring chat he learned from MacPhail. Mostly Fullerton loves the camaraderie of the theater, working closely with a group of people co put on a show char spreads excitement and joy within a community. "I realized early on, while at Bridgewater, char it cakes teamwork to create and accomplish great things;' said Fullerton, who recently moved to California seeking new adventures. "I saw it in che kinds of theatrical productions chat we worked on, I saw it in the kind and respectful man­ner in which Ralph and Alice treated students and fellow colleagues, and I saw it in the warm and loving environment char exists at Bridgewater char you sense every time you walk across the campus." -
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by Martha Bell Graham
Where Tim Stuart lives, the mean temperature yearround is 72 degrees. The landscape is plush and trade winds blow gently upon the strains of jazz, rock and classi­cal music. Stuart, a 2009 Bridgewater alumnus and U.S. Army ser­geant, is stationed in Hawaii, attached to the 25th Infantry Division Band, doing what he describes as his "crazy awe­some job as a full-time Army musician:' Stuart's journey from Virginia to the south shore of Oahu is a little like a musical score, each movement resting on a passion for music. "When he first arrived at Bridgewater, he was already an experienced musician. "I'd been playing professionally since I was 16;' he said. "Giggingwith local faculty fromJMU, UVA and others:' 
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Music helped pay his way through Bridgewater. The per­formance major worked for Staunton Music LLC, teaching saxophone and master classes to local high-school students. Bridgewater helped, too, offering a scholarship package that made it easy to turn down bigger schools. Stuart liked Bridgewater's small class size and the person­al relationships he developed with faculty members-such as Dr. Larry Taylor, who taught composition and music theory. Although Taylor's dassical approach and Stuart's preference for jazz were different, he said it made for inter­esting conversations, But while music was the focus, he said, "I was there to learn how to be a teacher:' Along with his bachelor's in mu­sic, Stuart earned his teaching certification in pre-K through grade 12. Entering the military was a strategic choice for Stuart, who enlisted soon afi:er graduation-timing that gave him a head start among fellow enlistees hoping for coveted a music slot. Music didn't get him out ofbasic training, however. "You have to be a fully functional soldier;' he said. "We have to be prepared like any Army unit, ready to be called up:' �ifying for the music branch is highly competitive. In addition to physical and medical requirements, there's the instrumental bar. "The Army is very selective;' he said. Stuart made the cut in part because he is a multi-instru­mentalist: saxophone, drums and electric wind instruments. He actually earned his spot as a keyboard player. There are numerous Army bands throughout the world, each covering specific geographic areas. Before Hawaii, Stuart was attached to Army bands stateside at Fort Rucker, Ala., and Fort Knox, Ky. The territory assigned to the 25th Infantry Division Band-Army Music Hawaii-is much broader, encompass­ing the South Pacific, California and the Aleutians and stretching as far as Japan, Russia, Fiji, India and Australia­making them international musical ambassadors. The level of responsibility is significant. "There's a lot of pressure to perform at a high level;' he said. "But it's really fun because it keeps you on your toes:' Army Music Hawaii consists of 40 soldiers divided into several ensembles, induding a concert band. percussion ensemble, Glen Miller-style swing band, a brass quintet, jazz combo and rock band-Stuart's favorite. The ensembles range in size from five to 40 soldiers depending on mission and performance requirements. "I get to show up and be a professional musician. People don't know how difficult that is;' he said, referring to the scarcity of career opportunities for professional musicians. 
"So many musicians and so few opportunities;' he muses. Stuart often entertains at private events, balls and dances, as well as official gatherings. He has played for generals, heads of scare and dignitaries of ocher na­tions. The ability co talk co anyone about anything is a decided advantage, he said. "Pare of our mission is co build relationships;' he said. "Music really is che universal language:' In chat regard, looking back, Stuart sees enormous value in Bridgewater's liberal arcs education. "le was a much more well-rounded education, as op­posed co chat of a conservatory;' he said, adding chat his rime at Bridgewater provided a breadth of knowledge chat enables him co communicate with anyone from high-ranking officers and foreign dignitaries co fellow soldiers. "When you leave academia, you have co communi­cate wi ch peo pie from all walks of life possessing vary­ing levels of education and world experience;' he said. In addition co performing, Stuart continues co reach. As pare of his group's outreach, he conduces mas­ter classes for local students. "The military is about serv­ing your community;' he said. One lesson he especially enjoys is reaching young musicians how co practice. Hawaii has yec another draw for Stuart: He can live with his wife. Katelin Sealey-a 2009 Bridgewater graduate and saxophonist like her husband-was given a formal com­mission as an officer in che U.S. Air Force, while study­ing optometry. In the beginning, physical distance between their duty stations kept che couple apart. "During che first four co five years of our marriage;' Stuart said, "we only lived cogecher about 90 days." That changed when Sealey, an Air Force captain and optometrist, was stationed at Hickam Air Force Base where she runs che optometry clinic. Stuart jumped at a chance co cransf er co Army Music Hawaii. Now they live about a mile from the beach. Together. When Stuart isn't playing or teaching music, he likes co go "sponging" ("body boarding" co non-Hawaiians) or hop on his motorcycle co explore. Even here, his bent co reach emerges. Tm the motorcycle mentor for my unic;' he said, "making sure they're trained:' In his seventh year of service, Stuart's long-term goal is co reach in the U.S. Army School of Music, located in Virginia Beach, Va. While he may some day swap Hawaii's trade winds for che Atlantic's westerlies, Tim Stuart's music will still play. - The Sculpture BugMichael and Alden Hough '17, sculpturists by Karen Doss Bowman '91 Bridgewater junior Alden Hou�h receive� an unusual, yecmemorable, gift for his 13th bmhday. His dad, metal and ceramics sculptor Michael Hough, caught him co weld. A couple weeks lacer, Michael came home and found his son perched on a ladder in the driveway, putting the finish­ing couches on an 11-fooc dinosaur constructed out of old bicycle pares. "I was tickled;' said Michael, an Associate Professor of Arr at Bridgewater. "I was impressed. He got bit by che sculpture bug." Though Alden didn't cake arc courses in high school, he often created metal sculptures co complement classroom studies for extra credit. During his senior year, for example, he constructed a nine-foot-call Eiffel Tower for French class. Now a double major in arc and physics ac Bridgewater, Alden plans co pursue a career in engineering, wi ch a special interest in developing electric vehicles. "The design aspect of arc mixes well with engineering;' said Alden, who is pursuing internships related co alterna­tive energy. The Hough home, che front yard scattered with metal sculptures, has become something of a landmark in the small community of New Hope, Va. Michael joked char he's been dumpster diving since his college days, looking for scrap metal treasures chat are che raw materials for his sculptures. Many of his materials also come from nearby scrapyards and local farmers who donate old metal pieces. For both Michael and Alden, che biggest challenge of having cwo me cal sculptors in che family is sharing space. Bue working closely cogecher also provides opportunities for frequent exchanges of ideas about arc. "He works very big, and I work very big;' said Michael, who is in his 19 ch year teaching at che College. "It's really neat co be able co talk co Alden about what I know, and he understands. There's still teaching there, but, at chis point, 
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T'°"fT�OJ..:,
AR.·TS , ... . , at BCwe're more like colleagues, I tell him what I see [in his art], and he doesn't hold back about my work. If he has some ideas, he'll share. So there's a nice give-and-take when you have two sculptors sharing space:' Michael exhibits his work at numerous shows throughout the region, with shows scheduled to open soon at Charlottesville's Second Street Gallery and the Larkin Arts Center in Harrisonburg, Va. For now, Alden is focused more on completing sculptures for assignments and preparing for a Student Juried Show at Bridgewater in the spring. One of his current projects is building a Mad Max-inspired go-cart out of an old self-propelled lawn mower. Both Ho ughs have shown their art at the Bath County Art Show for the past three summers. In 2015, Michael won Best in Show, while 
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Alden received the Best Sculpture award. 
As an art educator, Michael believes art students should have a solid background in a variety of mediums and develop expertise in at least one, When he teaches pottery courses, for example, he doesn't just teach the basic tech­niques. He also shares with students the history of pottery and how cultures have developed new shapes and uses for day over time. He also encourages students to talk to other day artists about why and how they do their work. "I am a strong believer in the creative process and how it can be applied to most parts ofour lives;' said Michael, whose 17-year-old daughter, Lydia, is an accomplished painter and drawer who plans to attend Bridgewater. "It's developing that understanding of what looks good and why we choose what we choose. It is the fact that students learn how to take a formless lump of mud and, in the end, turn it into a thing ofbeauty. I just love what I do:',_ 
I 
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Painted Verse 
Larry Mullins '80, artist and educator 
by Karen Doss Bowman '91 
Larry Mullins' journey to becoming a painter wasinspired by rhe elaborate illustrations on vinyl record album covers of rhe !are 1960s and early 1970s. Growing up in Charlottesville, Va., Mullins said record stores were like art galleries to him, and he relished the rime he could spend thumbing through rhe album covers. He said he was drawn particularly to rhe black-lire arr posters. "The vibe of a painting is important to n1e-its implied n1essage. The spit and vinegar quality:' - LARRY MULLINS"The !are 1960s and early 1970s were very fertile years for visual arr playing supporting roles to vinyl albums;' said Mullins, a 1980 Bridgewater graduate who now lives in Bev­erly Hills, Calif. "The artwork on the jacker outside and in­side often reflected a spirit contained in the music. Groups of us would sir for hours and listen to and look at albums over and over, trying to squeeze our rhe meaning and meta­phor and understand how they applied to rhe world around us. For me, rhar experience became important in sorting our what I wanted to say as an artist and how ro do ir:' Featuring key words as "verses" in a mix of fonts rhar resemble styles ranging from O Id English and calligraphy to 
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graffiti, Mullins' paint­ings are "hybrids chat combine language and abstraction;' he said. The language­which can express his frustrations about society and culture, pay tribute co famous people or simply play with words-typically drives the resulting visual. Working much like an editor, Mullins said chat he "over­paincs" as he moves through the process, deleting or moving co 'i\WOL"different areas of the canvas words chat don't fie or effec­tively express the ideas he wanes co convey. "My paintings are essentially made through a long process of attempting co visually ground language and lec­cerform into an environment of simple shape and decora­tive fragmenc;' said Mullins, who prefers painting in oil and alkyd resin on primed paper. 'Tm basically looking for poetic relationships between the two, and the visual move­ment and architecture they create. The vibe of a painting is important co me-its implied message. The spic and vinegar qualicY:' For Mullins, the most challenging part of the creative process is finishing a work. "Paintings are like novels-they can hold enormous amounts of information and can go on forever;' said Mul­lins, who has been inspired by the arc of Marvel Comics, as well as chat of W illiam de Kooning, Tom Waits, Bob Dylan, Neil Young, Lou Reed and Craig Finn. "I cry and find a place of resolution between coo much and just enough. This cakes time and patience." Mullins, who earned an MFA from che University of Maryland in 1996, earned a resident fellowship at The Fine Arcs Work Center in Provincetown, Mass., in 1997. The next year, he earned a Pollock Krasner Foundation Grant and spent the year living and working in Denmark. In 1999, he moved co New York City, where he held a Marie Walsh Sharpe Foundation Space Program Grant. He and his fam­ily moved co Santa Fe, N.M., in 2004, when he was hired to teach painting as an adjunct faculty member ac The Col­lege of Santa Fe and Santa Fe Community College. They 
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relocated co California in 2008, and Mullins currencly is an adjunct faculty member at The Art Institute of Califor­nia in Los Angeles. Mullins' work has been exhibited through­out the U.S. and abroad at venues such as the Bellwether Gallery, Ace Gallery,Julie Saul Gal­lery, Danziger Projects, Clifford Chance, Adam Baumgold Fine Art in New York City; the Scalke Gallery in Copen-hagen; and The Wash­ington Project for the Arcs and The Hemicycle Gallery at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. His work is included in private collections in Los Angeles, New York City, Washington, D.C., Santa Fe, N.M., London and Sao Paulo, Brazil. Mullins credits his education at Bridgewater with providing "a very broad overview of what was possible with the cools and concepts at hand." Inspired by the longtime, beloved art professor and department chair Paul Kline, Mullins developed an interest in art history. He recalls going on several field trips led by Kline, including trips co Washington, D.C., and Italy. "The lace Paul Kline was both instructor and mentor co me;' said Mullins, who has two ceenaged daughters, Merida and Maya, with his wife, Josephine Axe-Mullins. "He was kind enough co overlook my rebellious nature and pass on a great deal of knowledge. In lacer years, he gave me a couple exhibitions at the College." Now chat Mullins is an art educator, he strives co teach his students chat "arc is discipline applied co an idea." He encourages chem co practice patience in developing their personal aesthetic and co listen co the curiosities and ideas chat keep popping into their minds over and over again. "My advice co students is co listen co chose thoughts because it's what separates chem from the person sitting next co chem;' Mullins said. "It's crafting their individuality. With artists, you can't deny the you in you because chat's all you have co work from. If you gee in couch with chat, it can put wind in your sails. It's about nursing your imagination and accepting your own notions." -
In che basement of Rebecca Hall, tucked at che end ofa narrow passageway, stands the door co one of che arc department's work rooms. You won't notice anything differ­ent about the door until you open it, close it and then turn around. That's when you see what is commonly referred to as che Arc Door-a six-fooc high vade mecum upon which che musings and advice of years of art students are archived. The messages scribbled across the surface of the door have all been placed there by students (faculty are not al­lowed to write upon it) in the hopes of smoothing the way for current or future arc students. Some of the messages are funny, and some are irreverent, while others reveal inner struggles and triumphs. Scott Jose, an Associate Professor of Arc and Chair of the department who has taught at Bridgewater since 2003, said the unique message board got its stare when a member of the class of2010 wrote something on it. The door went viral. Other students began to do che same thing. "Stare planning your senior show when you are a freshman;' wrote one student, "even if you're not an arc major. .. yec." A follow-up from another student featured an arrow "1 :Ji<�d���t �� \o-�� : ' •, � 1:r u:co-b,;J- f\Ot \x)� I (.: .. '()� o.rJ T\(W I\W.) � �t���s:�\� -- � ll ·"'f�·� ) !.,, �, " ..pointing to che first message and read, "We always suck you into che arc majorl" Another piece of advice: "In any given day, you may skip food or sleep-but not both. Dirty and tired means you are getting something done. Hopefully." Ocher nuggets of wisdom include: • Befriend a previous senior arc major. Ir will be a lifesaver.• Keep on living no matter how many skies have fallen.• Always buy primed canvas.• When in doubt, make it big and make it RED.• Make every moment a positive learning experience.Jose said che messages left on che Arc Door reflect "newlearning experiences gained in moments of stress;' as well as a concern for newbies to che process. He also said he can now read the comments and, without a signature of any kind, know who might have written it and recognize their voices. "Our students spend lots of time in here;' he said. "What's on the door is representative of all the hard work they're doing, and che things they're learning about. They're crying to pay it forward a liccle." -
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW? 
By Karen Doss Bowman '91 
ince retiring from Bridgewater 
in 2007, Sarah Swank is still in 
the same home on the edge of 
Bridgewater's picturesque cam-
pus, But she hasn't stopped exploring 
the world, 
Passionate about conservation and 
the natural world, Swank and her hus­
band, Jon Kastendiek-a retired JMU 
biology professor-are amateur bird­
watchers who recently returned from 
Bhutan and Assam in India, where they 
saw about 360 species of birds, About 
190 of those species were new to their 
"life list,"Swank said, 
"Birds are beautiful and varied, but 
their behavior is not fiexible;' said Swank, 
who estimates that she and Kastend-
iek have seen more than 3,000 of the 
world's 11,000 species of birds in the 
years since they began birdwatching, 
"Most bird species can survive only 
where natural habitats remain, These 
places are beautiful and complex, Jon 
and I have spent our careers in u n­
dersta nd ing and advocating for the 
conservation of the natural world, But 
in a sense we are in a race against time, 
to see these places before they are lost 
to the demands of an exploding human 
population," 
Swank, who joined the College's 
biology faculty in 1981, always enjoyed 
taking her students on lnterterm trips, 
including excursions to Costa Rica, 
Africa, the Everglades, the Bahamas 
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and Bermuda, After her 
retirement, Swank was 
a faculty member for 
UVA's Semester at Sea 
during the 2009 spring 
semester, teaching 
courses while sailing 
and stopping off at ports 
throughout Europe, 
Africa, India and Asia, 
She taught another full 
semester with the pro­
gram in spring 2013 and 
did a shorter sum mer 
term in 2011 with a trip 
that was focused on the 
Mediterranean, 
"I always loved teach-
ing field courses," said Swank, who 
taught courses in ecology and evolu­
tionary biology, "My first love has always 
been the natural world, and field cours­
es gave me the opportunity to directly 
share the wonder with my students, I 
also believe that first-hand experience is 
the best teacher in any discipline:' 
Swank, whose father James Russel 
Swank graduated from Bridgewater Col­
lege in 1932, stays active at home and 
during her travels, She enjoys weekly 
walks with her college roommate, as 
well as playing tennis and golf A mem­
ber of a local book club, Swank loves 
reading novels-author Martha Grimes 
is one of her favorites-and added, "I 
don't read things that will scare me:' 
Swank and Kastendiek share their home 
with Angus, their 8-year-old Scottish 
terrier, 
Committed to lifelong learning, Swank 
has taken numerous courses at Bridge­
water since retiring, including courses 
in art history, sociology and Spanish, 
She also has explored her musical gifts 
and in recent years enjoyed singing in 
Bridgewater College's Oratorio Choir 
performance of Gabriel Faure's Requiem, 
"That's something about me that 
would probably surprise my former 
students," said Swank, who also belongs 
to a faculty movie club, "Biologists are 
often very musical, I'm still learning new 
things, My husband jokes that I' m the 
'poster child for retirement"'-
Cass Notes 1955: Queen of Homecoming, Carolyn Ikenberry '56, is crowned at halftime by Eagles co-captains Sherrill Cheeks '56 and HaroU Lehman '56. 
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1946 
DORIS CLINE EGGE of Roanoke, 
Va., has been inducted into the 
First Century Brethren Families, 
a national initiative designed to 
recognize those Church of the 
Brethren members whose family 
lines trace back to an ancestor 
with ties to a Brethren community 
before 1809. The ancestors cited 
were Regina and Philip Ziegler 
(1734-1803), who immigrated 
from Europe in 1746 and were 
among the earliest members 
of Little Swatara Church of the 
Brethren, founded in 1757. 
LO LEI NE FISHER of Roanoke, Va., 
reports that she is now a five-time 
great-grandmother following the 
birth of twin boys to her grand-
daughter, Cindy Lattimer, and her 
ROW 1: Beverly Thompson 
Armbruster, Linda Hawbaker, 
Deborah Hixon, Carol Simmons 
Virkler, Susan Draper Barnes, Diane 
Sackett Fike, Ann Miller Andrus, 
Nancy Hopkins Garriss 
ROW 2: Robert Armbruster, Robert 
New/en, Rebecca Phillippe Hamill 
Jeannie Ohler Clark, Linda Myers 
Arnette, Cynthia Fike Fyne 
ROW 3: Allen Schwender, Robert 
Trout, Carol Walbridge Goss, Robert 
Masincup, David Hulvey 
ROW 4: Mike Scales, Glenn Huffman, 
David Wampler, Andrew Hence, Ron 
Simms, Sam Hartman 
ROW 5: Phil Flory, David Smith, 
Scott Duffey, Larry Johnson, Randy 
Fullerton 
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husband, Ben. Lo leine, now 90, 
began her education at Bridge-
water in 1945-46 but dropped out 
to raise her family and to teach. 
She returned to Bridgewater years 
later and earned her degree in 
1970. She also holds a master's 
degree in English from Hollins 
University. "Every day;' she said, "is 
a good day:' 
1948 
LUCY VIRGINIA COATES RUFF-
NER of Madison, Va., writes that 
she enjoyed a telephone call from 
a Bridgewater College student 
who provided her with updated 
information about the College. "At 
age 89, I still have an active life;' 
she said. 
1957 Va., enjoyed singing with the 2015 
Summer Alumni Choir under the 
DR. ALBERT SAULS of Yorktown, direction of DR. JESSE HOPKINS
Va., writes that a Bridgewater '70. She was the oldest member 
College Church Travel Team, who of the choir that spanned six 
presented a program at Ivy Farms decades. 
Church of the Brethren, reminded 
him of his participation in Clericus 1970 
Chorus during his years at BC. 
RODERICK JOHNSON of 
1959 Washington, D.C., received a 2015 
Washington Money Manager 
In April, DR. MARJORIE HARE Award presented by SmartCEO 
COPPOCK of San Antonio, Magazine. A Vice President and 
presented a paper,"Life Beyond? Senior Commercial Loan Officer 
Scientific Studies Address Near for Industrial Bank, he is currently 
Death Experiences (NDEs);' at the building a government contrac-
2015 Southwestern Sociological tor and nonprofit practice at the 
Association Annual Meeting in bank. 
Denver. 
1968 1973 
MEREDITH "MERRY" EGGE 
LILCHY HUFFMAN of Staunton, 
of Fredericksburg, Va., has been Baseball Hall of Fame at the Salem 
inducted into the First Cen- Civic Center. He is Athletic Direc-
tury Brethren Families, a national tor and Assistant Principal at Craig 
initiative designed to recognize County High School. He has been 
those Church of the Brethren a major league baseball scout 
members whose family lines trace since 1976. 
back to an ancestor with ties to a 
Brethren community before 1809. 1977 
The ancestors cited were Regina JEANNIE MILLER and Keri Hall 
and PhilipZiegler(1734-1803), have a son, Bode William Miller 
who immigrated from Europe in Hall, born Sept. 17.Jeannie is 
1746 and were among the earliest Corporate Account Director for 
members of Little Swatara Church Genzyme. The family lives in 
of the Brethren, founded in 1757. Charlottesville, Va. 
1974 1981 
NANCY HOWELL AGEE, wife SHARON AREY became Execu-
of the HON. STEVEN AGEE '74, tive Director of Family Promise of 
received an honorary doctor of Shenandoah County in November. 
humane letters from Jefferson 
College of Health Sciences during 
Family Promise brings shelter, 
meals and support services to 
the institution's winter com- families without homes through 
mencement ceremony on Dec. 11. a network of local churches. She 
She is the second person in the retired three years ago as princi-
history of the school to receive pal at W.W. Robinson Elementary 
the honorary doctorate. She School in Woodstock, Va., after 
serves as President and CEO of the beginning her career in 1981 as a 
Caril ion Clinic. classroom teacher. 
On Jan. 28, MARION "BO" 
TRUMBO of New Castle, Va., was 1984 
inducted into the Salem-Roanoke JIM BECKNER of Richmond, 
Class of 1980 
Va., is Executive Director of the 
Richmond Academy of Medicine, 
the go-to resource for local health 
ca re providers si nee 1820. He 
has served as Executive Director 
of the nonprofit Fan Free Clinic. 
In 2004, he started RX Partner-
ship, a nonprofit that serves as 
a virtual broker that works with 
pharmaceutica I companies to 
secure no-cost medications for 
free clinics and nonprofits. He also 
has worked with Instructive Visit-
ing Nurse Association, a home 
hea Ith care agency. 
1999 
EMILY FAGAN REEDY and 
CHRIS REEDY '05 have their first 
child, a daughter, Lydia, born May 
27. The family lives in Harrison-
burg, Va.
2001 
WHITNEY STROOP SMITH and 
JARRET SMITH '03 have their 
first child, a daughter, Franklynn 
"Frankie''. Both Whitney and Jar-
ret are employed at Bridgewater 
College-Whitney as Director of 
Student Activities and Jarret as 
Director of Admissions. The fam-
ily lives in Bridgewater, Va. 
2002 
JENNIFER SMITH CONVER-
SANO and Andy have a daughter, 
Peyton Olivia, born Sept. 18. The 
family lives in Mt. Airy, Md. 
MATTHEW and MEGAN ORN-
DORFF HUFFMAN '03 have a 
daughter, Nora Catherine, born 
Oct. 5. The family, which includes 
another daughter, Sydney, lives in 
Lynchburg, Va. 
RYAN KEEBAUGH, Assistant 
Professor of Music at Eastern 
Mennonite University, partici-
pated in the 2015 Iron Composer 
competition at Baldwin Wallace 
University in Berea, Ohio, on Sept. 
4. The challenge was to create a
composition in five hours with
three instruments, unfamiliar mu-
sic ensemble and a board game
for inspiration. He was one of
five finalists selected from 3,000
global applicants.
KIRK MONROE of Midlothian, 
Va., and his wife, Amanda, 
celebrated 10 years of marriage 
ROW 1: Cathy Slusher, Terri Gladwell 
Miller, Beth Gohegan Woodruff, 
Diane Lack/en Mccurdy, Gigi 
Shakespeare Kukucka, Sigrid Grotos 
Vollmecke 
ROW 2: Renee Carpenter Warren, Re­
becca Long Jackson, Carolyn Haag, 
Vicky Gamier Barshis, Andy Miller 
ROW 3:Mike Warren, Steve Weaver, 
Robert Wolfe, Anita Layman Akers 
ROW 4: Jean Willi, Luke Wolfe Buck 
Upshaw, Neal Mohlmann, Nancy 
Smith Mohlmann 
ROW 5: Steve Martin, Larry French 
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cl2ssnotes 
Colleen Defaney'/1 and 
Lanc e Smith '11 were mar ­
ried June 13. The couple 
lives in Charlottesville, Va. 
in June by traveling to Hilton 
Head Island, S.C., and climbing 
the Harbor Town Lighthouse. 
Kirk has worked for eight years in 
customer service for Estes Express 
Lines, a family-run trucking 
company. He would enjoy hear­
ing from classmates via email at 
kia ndamonroe@verizon.net. 
TYLER ASHLEY WAKE and 
Emory Daniel were married Oct. 
10. Tyler is employed at GEICO
and the couple lives in Fredericks­
burg, Va.
2003 
MEGAN ORNDORFF HUFFMAN 
(see Matthew Huffman ' 02). 
On June 1, GREGG MCCULLOCH 
of Seaford, Del., became Adult 
Services Librarian at Laurel Public 
Library in Laurel, Del. 
JARRET SMITH (see Whitney 
Stroop Smith 'O 1). 
2004 
KRISTIN FINN-MCKENZIE LAM 
and Patrick have a son, Tristan Lee, 
born December 2014. Kristin is 
employed by the city of Harrison­
burg. The family lives in McGa­
heysville, Va. 
LINDSAY MORRIS WILHELM 
and Jeff have a son, Decatur 
Weldon Michael, born April 25. 
Lindsay is the Health and Physical 
Education teacher at Fulks Run 
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Elementary School. The family, 
which also includes two daugh­
ters, Briley Paige and Maddux 
Elaine, lives in Rockingham, Va. 
2005 
CHRIS REEDY (see Emily Fagan 
Reedy '99). 
2006 
JASON and CALLIE HARNISH 
CASH have their first child, a 
daughter, Gwendolyn Parker, born 
Aug. 26. Jason earned a Ph.D. 
from Lehigh University and is an 
Assistant Professor in the Depart­
ment of Language and Literature 
at Southwestern Oklahoma State 
University. The family lives in 
Weatherford, Okla. 
ADAM HOLLENBERG and Jen­
nifer have a daughter, Isabelle 
Susan, born Aug. 19. The family 
lives in Reisterstown, Md. 
ERIC LANDRAM was ordained 
to the ministry at the Staunton 
Church of the Brethren on Aug. 23. 
2008 
SETH CARPENTER and Joyce 
have a son, Grady Thomas, born 
Aug. 26. The family lives in Abing­
don, Va. 
JAY ST ROT MAN of Fairfax 
Station, Va., has joined with two 
partners to create the B.R.O. 
(Bring Rhythm Outdoors) Ball-
the world's first Bluetooth speaker 
that is also a football. 
AMBER WHETZEL WEATHERLY 
and Phillip have their second 
child, a son, Luke Andrew, born 
Feb. 19, 2015. The family lives in 
Dayton,Va. 
2010 
MEGAN MATHIAS earned a 
D.V.M. degree from North c.arolina
State College ofVeterina ry Medi­
cine in 2014.
Mike Clements '11 and Felicia Figgins 
'11 
2011 
MIKE CLEMENTS and FELICIA 
FIGGINS were married July 5, 
2014. Mike is a sixth-grade math 
teacher and varsity football coach 
in Louisa County. Felicia teaches 
first grade in Orange County. The 
couple lives in Charlottesville, Va. 
COLLEEN DELANEY and LANCE 
SMITH were married June 13. The 
couple lives in Charlottesville, Va. 
2012 
JUSTIN DOLPH and MORGAN 
FOSTER were married May 16. 
The couple lives in Warrenton, Va. 
HOLLY KNUPP of Harrisonburg, 
Va. , earned a doctorate in physica I 
therapy from Lynchburg College 
in 2015 and is a physical therapist 
at Appalachian Physical Therapy 
in Broadway, Va. 
AL EX NUTTYCOMBE and Taylor 
have a son, Beckett Kylor, born 
July 7. The family lives in Newport 
News, Va. 
ANDREW ROUTZAHN earned 
a master's degree in elementary 
education from the University of 
Maryland. He teaches fifth-grade 
at Mountain View Elementary 
School.His wife, ALEXANDRA 
EADS ROUTZAHN, is pursu-
ing a graduate degree in sports 
management at James Madison 
University. The couple lives in 
Bridgewater, Va. 
2014 
SAMANTHA GUIDA is pursuing a 
Justin Dolph '12 and Morgan Foster'l 2 
ROW 1:Jeremy Suffivan, Jennifer 
Robertshaw, Kathleen Roberts 
Toothman, Kelly Carlon Waddll, Christal 
Hamons Yowe/1 
ROW 2: Lara Luck, Lydia Zieg/er Cornejo, 
Melissa Wright, Twil/a Eaton Z i rkle, 
Ashby Funkhouser Harpine 
ROW 3: Lisa Bowden Cox, Lisa Neal 
Powers, Margaret Coxon Nuckols, David 
Foley, SteveMcGuflin 
ROW 4: Melissa Saunders Lankford, 
Steve Whiteheaa; Bernard Howard, 
Frank Newton 
ROW 5: Bradley Toothman, Neil Po rter 
doctor of veterinary medicine de­
gree from St. George's University 
in Grenada. 
2015 
JOHN HAZELWOOD and Jessica 
have their first c hild, a daughter, 
Layla Jane, born Aug. 25. The fam­
ily lives in Dayton, Va. 
SYDNEY SCROGHAM from 
Crimora, Va., has published her 
first novel, Chase, available on 
Amazon.com. She also writes for 
Flash! Friday and Porsche Club of 
America £-Break News. 
cl3ssnotes 
Are you a member of 
the Class of 2015? 
If so, Bridgewater's Office of 
Career Services wou Id love to 
know what you 've been up to 
since graduation! Ju st fill out 
a brief survey (it only takes 
two minutes) at bridgewater. 
edu/graduatesurvey. 
While it 's past the deadline 
to win the prizes men­
tioned, we'd still love to 
hear from you! 
ROW 1: Lisa Wine Kline, 
Darlene Half Phllips, Kari 
Anderson Fratrick, Dawn 
Ingrassia, Doug Allison, Bi// 
Sutton, Scott Sarver 
ROW 2: Sherrie Wampler, 
Missy Nyhammer, YoliGal/ego, 
Sara Smith Staton, Sue Perdue 
Duff, Natalie Montgomer y 
Rohaley, June McConne/1 
Sutton 
ROW 3: Rick Tinsley, Robyn 
Speidel Sheryl HuttoDriski/1 
{in frontof}Robert Bates, Sean 
O'Connell Michael Palmer, 
Tom Sutton 
ROW 4: John Crane, Chad 
Price, Jimmie Ritchie, Mark 
Luiggi {very back}, Martin 
Leamy,David Minnich 
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ROW 1: Cami Afeshevich Burton, Greg Layton, 
Pamela Damron McC/oud, Stephanie Gardner 
Nelson, Roy Faircloth 
ROW 2: Marfa Huffman Lively 
ROW 3: Kara Hathaway Carriker, James Carriker /II, 
Kelii Dircks Brown, Michael Bowers 
ROW 1: Kyle Fiora, Jennifer Sink McC/oud, 
Sarah Schuh Scott, Keri Danton Johnston, 
Jennifer Smith Burger, Meghan Hall Fiora 
ROW 2: Melanie Humphreys Bair, Karen 
Hollinger Croushorn, Jennifer Wampler 
Lam, Mary Wisdo Young, Karen Backus 
Browder 
ROW 3: Melanie Alger Sullivan, Luke 
Croushorn, Karen Reed Barlup, Rebecca 
Froehlich Headings, Laura Gunn Fieo, Jan 
Phillips Kidd 
ROW 1 :Abbey Chadwell Blankinship, Katie Spacek Barnes, Ashleigh Kingery Kester, Kate Blackman Hollenberg, Emily Bowman Roberts, Jennie Preto Carr, Carey 
Hinton, Sabrina Meadows Chabman ROW 2: Robert Leif, Sarah Snader Roberts, Meredith Cox Love, Meghan Malehorn Robertson, Rachel Manspeaker, Jessica 
Mayhew Valdez, Holly Thomasson ROW 3:Jacqueiyn Collins Leif, Lesley Long Brady, Allison Elfreth Bustria, Teresa Lewis Story, Kristin Young 
ROW 4: Lindsay Kahler, Katherine Brinkley, Tierra Hudson, Stuart Story, Amy Ashby ROW 5: Lucille Porter Shoop, Nikki McDermott, Justin Pruett, Jarod Brown, Rob 
Ham ROW 6: Greg Shoop, Doug May, Erik Geisen, Adam Merritt ROW 7: Caity Hartley Blanchard, Amanda McGinnis, Michelle Miller Bateman, Michael Bateman 
ROW 8: Kastine Buettner Anderson, Laura Chambers, Carissa Van Aistine McGuan, Amber Van Aiistine Cherwek, Stephen Sika 
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ROW 1: David Rodgers, Cindy Kaschak Fike, Ashley Southard Baum, Lindsay Arthur,Ann Humphries Rodgers, 
Sarah Beth Walton ROW 2: Layne Sheppard, Caroline Myatt, Jennie Lauziere, Rachel Schildwachter, Carly Hamm 
Berkheimer ROW 3: Jeff Cumberland, Andrew Kirkner, Louis Sanchez, Nicole Sydnor Cumberland ROW 4: Katy 
Laning, Christina Dillow, Brian Brown 
Memorials 
DR. G. WAYNE GLICK '41 of 
Lancaster, Pa., died Oct. 27, at the 
age of 94. He earned a doctorate 
at the University of Chicago Divin· 
ity Schoo I. He was Professor of 
Philosophy and Religion at Juniata 
College and then at Franklin and 
Marshall College. From 1966-74, 
he was President of Keuka College 
in New York and later became 
Director of the Moton Center for 
Independent Studies. In 1978, 
he became President of Bangor 
Theological Seminary. He was 
an author of three books and a 
member of the Lancaster Church 
of the Apostles. 
FREDERICK "FRED" CLINE 
WAMPLER '41 of Rocky Mount, 
Va., died April 10, at the age of 
94. He raised turkeys for many
yea rs. He was a member of the
Antioch Church of the Brethren
and worked with the Brethren
Disaster ReliefTeam. He enjoyed
woodworking.
FRANCES ROLLER CRABILL 
'48 of Newport News, Va., died 
Nov. 10, following a short illness. 
She was 88. She taught seventh· 
grade in Annandale, Va., and 
then went to work for Newport 
News schools. She was an active 
member of Ivy Farms Church of 
the Brethren, where she served 
on many committees and boards 
over the years, taught Sunday 
school and represented the 
church at annua I conferences. 
REBECCA "GENE" MILLER 
ELLER '48 of Waynesboro, Va., 
died Oct. 2, at the age of 88. She 
taught at Wenonah Elementary 
and Bethany Lutheran, where 
her career spanned from 1948 
through 1985. She was a member 
of First Presbyterian Church in 
Waynesboro. Her late husband 
Richard's employment with Du­
Pont took them to Londonderry, 
Northern Ireland from 1967 to 
1970 and to Esfahan, Iran in 
1977-78. 
THE REV. LLOYD GOCHENOUR 
'48 of Edinburg, Va., and formerly 
ofRoanoke, Va., died Sept. 14, at 
the age of 91. He was a gradu· 
ate of Moody Bible Institute. He 
owned and operated WSGM/ 
WAFC in Staunton, Va., WRIS/ 
WJLM in Roanoke, Va., and WXGI 
in Richmond, Va. He was an ac· 
tive member ofVirginia Heights 
Baptist Church. He was Di rector 
and owner of Camp Fair Haven, 
founder of the Caring and Helping 
Hands Thrift Store and a volunteer 
chaplain for more than 20 years at 
the Rescue Mission ofRoanoke. 
WANDA MARTIN BOWMAN '49 
of Bridgewater, Va., died Nov. S, at 
the age of 87. She served as a pas· 
tor's wife for nearly SO years and 
lived in West Virginia, Pen nsylva­
nia, Virginia and Ohio. She played 
an active role in the churches that 
her husband pastored. Follow-
ing graduate studies at James 
Madison University, she taught 
elementary school for 15 years. 
She is survived by her husband of 
70 years, Fred '46. 
NORMA BOWMAN BIXLER 'SO 
of Harrison City, Pa., died Oct. 
26, at the age of 86. She and her 
late husband, Russell '47, were 
co-founders of Cornerstone 
Television Network in Pittsburgh, 
Pa. During her 36-year career, she 
hosted numerous television pro· 
grams, inc luding "Getting Togeth· 
er " and "Focus 4:' Most recently, 
she was co-host on Cornerstone's 
Elizabeth Amos, Andrew Peters, Crystal 
Stone 
current flagship program "Real 
Life" and the weekend edition of 
" Signs and Wonders." 
THOMAS H. JENKINS JR. 'SO of 
Crozet, Va., died Sept. 14, follow· 
ing a long illness. He was 88. He 
served in the U.S. Navy as a ship 
radioman in the Pacific during 
World War II. He began his career 
as a chemist and food tech no lo· 
gist with the National Canners As· 
sociation in Washington, D.C. He 
then moved to Crozet and joined 
Morton Frozen Foods, where he 
established and ran its food qual­
ity control program. He is survived 
by his wife, the former Glasselle 
Branham '52. 
ELBRIDGE "ED" HUNDLEY 
CALLAHAN '51 of Bridgewater, 
Va., died Aug. 4, at the age of 
88. He served as a merchant
marine during World War II in the
Pacific and was later trained in the
Glider Paratrooper Squadron of
the 525182nd. He had a SO-year
career in the furniture industry,
serving most of the time as a
manufacturer's representative for
the southeast. In 2005, he and
his wife, Louise, who survives,
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GEORGE WEBSTER KENT, Associate Professor of Psychology Emeritus, 
died Oct. 30, at his home in Mathias, W.Va. He was 88. 
He was born Nov. 10, 1926, in Franklin, Ind., and was the third of four 
sons of the late Robert H. and Almyra H. Kent. 
He earned a B.A. from Franklin College and an M.A. from the University 
of Oregon. 
He served in the U.S. Army during WWII. 
In 1950 he married Ruth Irene Bush, who passed away in 2006. 
Kent was a Professor of Psychology at Bridgewater College for 37 years 
were presented Ripples Medals 
by Bridgewater College. He was 
a member of the Bridgewater 
Church of the Brethren. 
VIVIAN HARLESS "ZEKE" 
SCAGGS '51 of Riner, Va., died 
Aug. 4, at the age of 89. He served 
in the U.S. Navy du ring Wo rid 
War 11. He worked at the Radford 
Army Ammunition Plant for 37 
years and served at the Auburn 
United Methodist Church in many 
capacities. In retirement, he made 
wooden clocks and furniture with 
his wife of 67 years, Marie, who 
survives. 
BARBARA METZGER ANDER-
SON '53 of Huntingdon, Pa., died 
July 30, at the age of 84. She 
owned and operated an interior 
design company in State College, 
Pa., where she lived for many 
years, and was a member of the 
State College Presbyterian Church. 
Most recently, she was a member 
of Stone Church of the Brethren. 
She is survived by her husband of 
61 years, Philip. 
BETTY COOK COSTELLO ' 54 of 
Staunton, Va., died June 28, at the 
age of 82. She earned a master's 
degree from the University of 
Virginia and taught high-school 
English in Staunton and Fairfax 
County for more than 35 years. In 
retirement, she enjoyed traveling 
around the world. She was an ac-
tive member of Hebron Presby-
terian Church and the Staunton 
Choral Society. 
CHARLSIE ANN KIRBYLANG-
FORD '55 of Dallas, Texas, died 
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Nov. 28, at the age of 82. She 
was a choral director for Dallas 
Independent School District, as 
well as for several private schools 
in the area. 
JOHN ANDREW HUGHES 
NEWSON '56 of Raleigh, N.C., 
died Sept. 5, at the age of 83. He 
sold life insurance until he joined 
the Roanoke Parks and Recreation 
Department in 1957. He was 
promoted to Director in 1974. In 
1976, he decided to pursue his 
passion for music and church 
work and worked for various 
churches in Florida and Vir-
ginia. He recorded two Christian 
albums. 
WILLIAM L HENDERSON '58 
of Forest, Va., died Sept. 16, at 
the age of 84. He served in the 
U.S. Army from 1952-54 during 
the Korean War. He worked for 
General Electric (GE) for more 
than 13 years and later worked 
with Babcock &Wilcox Company 
for a number of years until his 
retirement. He served as an elder, 
deacon and trustee with St. 
Andrew Presbyterian Church in 
Lynchburg, Va. He is survived by 
his wife, Nancy. 
DON ALBERT ARMSTRONG '59 
of Buena Vista, Va., died Sept. 7, 
at the age of 79. He had a long 
career as a chemist for Reeves 
Brothers Inc. He served on the 
board of directors of Central Fidel-
ity Bank and was a member of the 
Buena Vista planning commission 
and the Rockbridge County com-
munity services board. He was a 
(1954-1991). Upon his retirement, he and Ruth made their home in the 
mountains inWestVirginia. 
He is survived by their six children, Cathryn L. Kent of Lake Alma nor, Ca­
lif.; Peter (Janet) Kent of Quinter, Kan.; Nancy (Frank)Tumer oflaramie, 
Wyo.; Carolyn E. Kent of Antioch, Tenn.; Rosemary (David) Whedbee of 
Bath, N.Y.; and Thomas Kent of Concord, N.C., and eight grandchildren: 
Daniel (Stacey) Kent, Nicholas Kent, Martha Turner, Phillip Tu mer, Kayla 
(Kyle) May, Matthew Whedbee, Elijah Kent and Briana Kent. 
Memorial contributions may be made to Heifer International (heifer.org) 
in memory of George Kent. 
trustee of Southern Seminary Col- as a patrol officer for the Balti-
lege and both junior and senior more County Police Department 
warden of Christ Episcopal Church (BCPD). In 1976 he began working 
in Buena Vista. He is survived by in planning and research at BCPD 
his wife, Jane. until being appointed Office 
LINDSAY COLEMAN WOOL- Manager for the Chief of the BCPD 
FOLK JR. '59 of Orange, Va., in 1994. He retired as a lieutenant 
died Oct. 12, at the age of 78. He in 2010. During his lifetime, he 
earned a master's degree from suffered with two health issues-
the University ofVirginia. During Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis and 
his 44-year career, he taught and Multiple Sclerosis. He is survived 
coached at Kilmarnock, Louisa by his wife of 43 yea rs, Sheila. 
and Orange High Schools. He was PAULA SHOWALTER COSTELLO 
one of the winningest baseba II '80 of Kearneysville, W.Va., died 
coaches in the state. He was an Sept. 6, at the age of 57. She 
active member at his church, earned a master's degree from 
serving as an elder and a Sunday Northern Virginia Community Col-
school teacher. He is survived by lege, and was Assistant Director 
his wife of 41 yea rs, Robin. at Help With Housing in Berryville, 
JOHN A. CLEM IV '62 of Va., for 20 years. She was a mem-
Staunton, Va., died Aug. 3, at the ber of Cedar Run Church of the 
age of 77. He received his Gradu- Brethren near Broadway, Va. She is 
ate Realtor Institute designation survived by her husband, James. 
in real estate from the University JOSHUA "JOSH" ROBERT OL-
ofVirginia. He also received a SHAW '19 of Davidsonville, Md., 
Certified Residentia I Specialist passed away Oct. 25, from injuries 
designation and taught real estate suffered in a vehicle accident. 
classes at UVA's Realtor Institute. He was 17. He graduated from 
He was President of Clem and South River High School, where 
Company Inc., where he was asso- he was a member of the lacrosse 
ciated for more than 40 years. He team that won the 2014 Maryland 
was a member of St. Paul's United State Lacrosse Championship. He 
Methodist Church. He is survived also enjoyed playing football and 
by his wife of 56 years, Lelia. basketball. At Bridgewater, he was 
RICHARD KIRK HIGDON '72 a freshman business administra-
of Baltimore, Md., died June 29, tion major. He is survived by his 
2014, at the age of 63. He began a parents, Bob and Debi, and a 
40-year career in law enforcement sister, Abbie. 
in 1971 as a patrol officer for the
Staunton (Va.) Police Department.
Returning to his hometown of Ca-
tonsville, Md., in 1973, he served
Frombo
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